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This book has been long in the making. When I began to think about writing 
it, in the halls of academia, class as a category of historical analy sis seemed 
to no longer  matter. It was the beginning of this  century, and the  middle 
classes had yet again been deemed to represent “the end of politics.” The 
catechism of democracy dictated that a society of one class, presumably 
a forever- expansive  middle class, had made capitalism unquestionable. In 
2008, at the very moment when I finished an early iteration of this book, a 
new global economic crisis ignited an intense interest in questions of class. 
Histories of capitalism took over the historiographical market, addressing 
what is usually defined as the major crisis of Western liberal democracies: 
the growth of material inequalities, the virtual disappearance of the  middle 
classes, and the consolidation of a small global oligarchy.

This context made this book pos si ble but also made its writing quite 
difficult, as the conjuncture posed pressing questions unreceptive to the 
critique that I wanted to offer about the historical formation of the  middle 
classes. As neoliberalism dismantled democracy, I was often asked, who did 
not want to live in a society defined by an expansive  middle class? Among 
some colleagues and interlocutors, I encountered  either outright rejection 
or skepticism about the study’s po liti cal importance. Some encouraged me 
to be po liti cally wise and focus on the strug gle between the bourgeoisie and 
the proletariat, the real class conflict of our times.  Others invited me to take 
a more critical stand, in the belief that I was succumbing to the myth that 
the  middle classes in fact existed in Latin Amer i ca. I was supposedly im-
posing American or Eu ro pean realities on a region where the  middle class 
had been at best a chimera, a desire that had been impossible to achieve. In 
disappointment, they often asked me how I could study— let alone write an 
entire book on—an illusion.

Such questions produced a degree of self- doubt, an occasional writer’s 
block, and conceptual uncertainty. Yet they also invited me to think harder 
about why studying the  middle classes produced such responses. I began to 
ponder how  these interlocutors defined the  middle class when deciding to ig-
nore it as an object of study. How could I reconcile their admittedly difficult 
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The  middle classes are the past, pres ent, and  future of democracy, or so we 
are continually told. Francis Fukuyama, who in the late 1980s proclaimed 
the triumph of Western liberal democracy as the end of history, has revis-
ited his manifesto to declare the need for a new ideology “that could pro-
vide a realistic path  toward a world with healthy middle- class socie ties.”1 As 
the  middle classes have shrunk in the “developed world,” and particularly 
in the United States, Fukuyama has critiqued the globalized economy for 
provoking de- democratization, through which socie ties across the global 
North have increasingly become divided into two homogeneous poles: elites 
and popu lar classes.2 Contrary to what Karl Marx had predicted for his 
“communist utopia,” Fukuyama contends, history has shown how “mature 
capitalism” generated “middle- class socie ties, not working- class ones.” 
Marx’s famous proletariat, the po liti cal scientist has proclaimed, became 
a global  middle class.3 But if the  middle classes continue to decline, Fuku-
yama fears, the  future of democracy is doomed. Thus, he calls for the re-
constitution of “middle- class socie ties” that, although neither sufficient nor 
necessary conditions for liberal democracy, have proven crucial in avert-
ing the emergence of “oligarchic domination or populist revolution.” 4 In a 
word, if at the Cold War’s end the expansion of a middle- class society was 
seen as the unquestionable triumph of Western liberal democracies— that 
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2 Introduction

is, the end of history— now the  middle classes must resuscitate themselves 
in order to secure the  future of democracy globally.

Fukuyama is not alone. In the United States some scholars and policy-
makers deem the US  middle classes “the losers of globalization,” which is al-
ready transforming an irresistible empire for democracy into a “third- world 
country”  because of not only “unwelcome” immigrants but also the widen-
ing of economic in equality, po liti cal polarization, and class strug gle.5 This, 
some proclaim, brought Donald Trump to the White House.6 It is indeed 
the vanishing  middle classes, some argue, that are behind moral and po liti-
cal panic, as democracy is losing po liti cal currency in the so- called devel-
oped countries. Thus, some won der  whether the US government should 
stop setting up the “American way of life” as an example for the world and 
should instead focus on reviving the American  middle class at home.7

And yet, in a seeming contradiction, US development institutions and 
international organ izations position the  middle classes as the bastion of 
neoliberal democracy throughout the world, the foundation for socie ties 
that  will fi nally resolve economic inequalities, social instability, and extreme 
po liti cal belligerence.8 Studies supported by development institutions provide 
extensive but mixed statistical evidence for how throughout the developing 
world— from the  Middle East to Africa and Latin Amer i ca— “new”  middle 
classes have emerged to enhance democracy’s prospects.9 Amid a perceived 
threat to “the West,” policymakers and commentators in the United States 
and Eu rope urge a “re- Westernization”—by invitation if pos si ble or by mili-
tary means if necessary—in which the expansion of middle- class socie ties 
could secure once and for all the superiority and distinctiveness of Western 
liberal democracies in the world.10

In Colombia, at a crucial moment when the Revolutionary Armed Forces 
of Colombia (farc) and the government have reached a peace agree-
ment, President Juan Manuel Santos has advocated Colombians  toward a 
 future— dubbed “the age of the postconflict”—in which all efforts are dedi-
cated to strengthening an extensive  middle class as “the driving force for 
a full democracy,” a needed buffer between the rich and the poor.11 Álvaro 
Uribe Vélez— former president, senator, and the most out spoken critic of 
the peace accords— cannot but agree with his “po liti cal  enemy” that a “co-
hesive society” comes with an expanded  middle class.12 When Uribe cat-
egorizes the peace agreement as an antidemo cratic takeover by communist 
forces, he evokes the destruction of middle- class society— grounded in for-
eign investment, private property, militarized social relations, and hetero-
patriarchal  family values. Thus while differing on the means, Santos and 
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Uribe Vélez share the end: the  middle classes should take the nation from a 
conflict- driven, violent, and antidemo cratic past into a conflict- free, peace-
ful, and demo cratic  future.

 These discussions, far from mere abstractions, structure how certain 
 people see themselves as part of a  middle class and what role they play in 
society’s democ ratization. Take Hernando Bahamón Soto, a professional 
for many years with the Departamento Nacional de Planeación (dnp), 
who assured me that “ there is no other class in democracy as indispens-
able as the  middle class.”13 Mobilizing  these transnational discourses, he 
proclaimed, “No  middle class, no democracy.”  After our conversations, he 
felt compelled to write an acrostic titled “This Is the  Middle Class” to both 
describe the class to which he proudly belonged and claim democracy as 
the  middle classes’ exclusive possession.

Comunidad organizada del mismo grado (Community or ga nized on an 
equal level)

Libre y con ideales definidos e iguales ( Free and with defined and equal 
ideals)

Animada como población activa del país (Animated as the country’s 
active population)

Sembrando bienestar, alegría y paz (Planting welfare, happiness, and 
peace)

En todos los lugares del mundo (Everywhere in the world)

Masa que surge a conseguir igualdad (Mass that strives for equality)

Entre todos los habitantes del país (Among all the country’s 
inhabitants)

De acuerdo a las diferentes capas sociales (In accordance with diff er ent 
social strata)

Individuos de la tropa que marcha adelante (Individuals of the rank and 
file moving ahead)

Activado siempre con gallardía y arrojo (Always enabled by bravery and 
fearlessness)

¡Que viva la clase media! (Long live the  middle class!)14

Long live the  middle class? Most scholars would dismiss this acrostic as 
exemplifying how  people such as Bahamón Soto remain unaware of their 
own true interests and therefore susceptible to an antidemo cratic neoliberal 
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order that only benefits what phi los o pher Alain Badiou calls “cap i tal ist 
oligarchies.”15 In  these accounts, the  middle classes are treated as an “em-
bodied lie . . .  a myth . . .  an act of camouflage” that disguises the true— and 
au then tic— class strug gle at the core of an undemo cratic global order.16 
 Others would add that amid growing material in equality, the impor tant 
question is mea sur ing  whether the  middle classes  really exist.17 Another 
group would  counter that Latin American socie ties, in Göran Therborn’s 
words, “have already learned through  bitter experience . . .  that  there is 
nothing inherently demo cratic about the  middle class, [as] its members ac-
tively oppos[ed] democracy.”18  Others, like James Scott, would urge that 
although “the petit bourgeoisie rarely, if ever, speaks for itself, [it] performs 
vital social and economic ser vices  under any po liti cal system.”19

Despite their disagreements,  these responses concede too much at the 
outset by assuming as self- evident the meanings and practices of democ-
racy. They continue to ask how democratic—or undemocratic— the  middle 
classes are at a given moment, thereby ossifying democracy as a transcen-
dental evaluator to be used in a transhistorical manner. All  these responses 
equally presuppose the existence of the  middle classes as a real ity through 
which the robustness of democracy can be mea sured. In the pro cess, the 
putatively ontological relationship between democracy and the formation 
of a  middle class readily goes unquestioned. What definitions of democ-
racy, I ask in this book, do we often invoke but seldom specify when label-
ing the  middle classes as anti- , less, or more demo cratic? What was the 
historical pro cess through which we came to understand the  middle classes 
as the normative foundation for democracy? How and why did diff er ent so-
cial actors—in par tic u lar, self- identified middle- class  women and men like 
Bahamón Soto— participate in making the relationship between the  middle 
class and democracy so appealing, to the degree that democracy now ap-
pears to be an “obvious” property of the  middle classes?

Makers of Democracy is an attempt to historicize the material circum-
stances, discursive conditions, collective subjectivities, social strug gles, 
and po liti cal  battles through which a middle- class real ity came to represent 
what democracy was supposed to deliver. The book does so by investigating 
how the transnational formation of the  middle classes in Bogotá during the 
1960s and 1970s both influenced and was  shaped by the expansion of US 
power in Latin Amer i ca, the implementation of development programs, 
the normalization of modernization theories, the growth of the ser vice 
sector, increased urbanization, the reconfiguration of the state’s role, the 
consolidation of radical politics, and the emergence of an early iteration of 
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neoliberal rule. At the book’s core are  those professionals, white- collar em-
ployees, and small- business  owners who engaged in multiple hard- fought 
po liti cal strug gles, among themselves and against working- class groups 
and elites, over what shape democracy would take  after the Second World 
War. In so  doing, Makers of Democracy historicizes democracy not as an 
ideological chimera of total emancipation or a utopia without hierarchy 
but as an effect of po liti cal conflicts through which middle- class  women 
and men attempted to at once question and naturalize class stratifications 
and gender hierarchies at the core of what democracy was supposed to do.

Democracy as a Question

As scholars have argued, the study of democracies has historically been as-
sociated with the experiences of Eu rope and the United States, from where 
democracy has long been understood as originating and then spreading to 
the rest of the globe.20 Indeed, democracy is usually depicted as a selfless 
gift from “the West.” 21 This has perpetuated a teleological narrative of an 
exclusively Western and universal democracy in which divergent histori-
cal realities can only be understood as deviations, failures, or, at best, de-
rivatives.22 Recent studies have criticized this normativity by examining the 
multiple experiences of democracy outside what is considered the proper 
West.23 Although this has been a crucial move to challenge the triumphalist 
narrative of an exclusively Western democracy, scholars tend to particularize, 
even exoticize,  those cases perceived to be outside a putative normativity of 
democracy. For example, in their pathbreaking collection of essays, Enrique 
Desmond Arias and Daniel M. Goldstein argue that “instead of viewing 
vio lence as indicative of demo cratic failure,” one must see how a “violent 
pluralism” has been “critical to the foundation of Latin American democ-
racies, the maintenance of demo cratic states, and the po liti cal be hav ior of 
demo cratic citizens.” 24 This allows scholars to understand how “violent plu-
ralism” was neither a social aberration nor emblematic of a state fallen from 
“the (implicitly Western) demo cratic ideal,” which “even occidental democra-
cies would have a hard time living up to.” Rather,  these multiple forms of vio-
lence have been fundamental “in preserving or challenging a par tic u lar form 
of lived democracy” that must be understood in Latin American terms.25 In 
the wake of such real ity, Arias and Goldstein invite scholars to recognize that 
“pluralist po liti cal practice in Latin Amer i ca . . .  may very well depend on a 
tolerance for privatized vio lence and ongoing abuses of larger segments of 
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the population . . .  unique forms of po liti cal practice, order, and subjectivity 
that need to be studied on their own terms.” 26

Although Makers of Democracy is part of this effort to deterritorialize the 
multiple histories of democracy, I would nonetheless argue that  these stud-
ies tend to retain the dichotomy that has for so long rendered the world 
outside Eu rope and the United States alternative, vernacular, hybrid, and, 
in this case, violent. While US foreign policy  toward Latin Amer i ca has 
historically been crucial in perpetuating what Arias and Goldstein call 
“violent democracies,” vio lence is too often historicized as a unique experi-
ence that must be understood in “Latin American terms.” This leads Arias 
to conclude that “understanding politics in Latin Amer i ca depends on us 
recognizing the limitations of applying the concept of democracy to the 
region.” 27 Thus we reaffirm the imperialist histories that the United States 
and Eu rope want to tell about themselves, in which “Northern democra-
cies” are original, superior, and more au then tic  because they are less violent 
or have incorporated a “legitimate” form of vio lence to enforce a social and 
po liti cal order.

It is through this framework that a normative idea of middle- class soci-
ety serves as a barometer for democracy. The histories of democracies are 
hierarchically territorialized, with middle- class socie ties deemed properly 
demo cratic (superior, universal, global, exportable, class- harmonious, and 
legitimately violent) and  those socie ties characterized by strug gle between 
popu lar classes and elites deemed less, or anti-, demo cratic (inferior, local, 
alternative, class- antagonistic, and illegitimately violent).  Because Latin 
Amer i ca has often been understood as the latter, the  middle classes are 
historicized as  either absent or a failure, unable to de moc ra tize their 
socie ties— that is, make them more like the United States and Eu rope.28 In 
the pro cess, a  middle class is defined as the barometer to mea sure the im-
perial difference between a global North (the West) and a global South (the 
rest of the world). Thus, the West is squarely located as the owner of— and 
original benefactor for— democracy as Eu rope and the US fully developed 
a putative exemplar  middle class to be exported while  other places in the 
world have historically provincialized the gift of democracy by trying to 
emulate  those middle- class socie ties.

This assumption is at the core of how scholars understand the 1960s 
and 1970s in Latin Amer i ca in general and its development programs in 
par tic u lar. Consider how we have historicized perhaps the most impor tant 
development program of the twentieth  century’s second half, the Alliance 
for Pro gress. For some, the Alliance was a typical policy of containment, 
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with US policymakers trying to export a ready- made  middle class— “the 
American way of life”—as a way to push Latin American socie ties, in dan-
ger of succumbing to communism,  toward liberal, demo cratic, and cap i-
tal ist modernity.29 And yet study  after study argues that such development 
programs  were, from their very inception, colossal failures, lost  causes, or 
“the most portentous social experiments . . .  a  grand design [that went] 
sour.”30 Despite their noble intention “to improve” the lives of the  people 
of “the Third World” by making them  middle class, the argument goes, US 
officials “misled themselves trying to apply dubious social science theories” 
alien to Latin American realities.31 Echoing policymakers and intellectu-
als during the 1960s,  these historians conclude that “Latin Amer i ca was 
not  Eu rope” and thus was inimical to US- style middle- class democracy.32 
Mired in two- class strug gle, Latin American socie ties rejected US devel-
opment programs, which further perpetuated po liti cal radicalization and 
social polarization.33 For other scholars, the creation of a  middle class in 
the Amer i cas failed  because policymakers did not put into practice the so-
cial polices they preached. Instead, US foreign policy turned from  these 
development programs—or used them as smoke screens for “real” impe-
rial policies— and weakened democracy by “fortif[ying] illiberal forces, 
militariz[ing] socie ties,” and limiting the social definitions of democracy.34 
The Alliance was simply a manifestation of imperial hy poc risy.35

Such analy sis is further reproduced in critical decolonial theorizations 
of the relationship between what are deemed the local (i.e., Latin Ameri-
can) experiences of modernity and the global (i.e., North Atlantic) designs 
of a modern- colonial matrix of power. And although my arguments in 
this book are inspired by this effort to decolonize histories of Latin Amer-
i ca, such theorizations tend to dehistoricize power relations and systems 
of domination, thereby erasing any po liti cal or social role for the  middle 
classes in “local” spaces.36 Indeed, the local—or what is seen as outside a 
proper “Europe”—is thus subsumed into transhistorical “subaltern authen-
ticity” positioned against a dominant— and perennial— Western colonial 
matrix of power. Any Latin American  middle class is perceived as an inau-
thentic, “Americanized” formation, a deviation from what is considered a 
proper Latin American subalternity.

Thus, the prob lem is not so much that the formation of the  middle classes 
has historiographically been elided.37 As  will become clear in this book, 
since at least the 1950s scholars across the Amer i cas have discussed non-
stop the  middle classes in a comparativist narrative that frames them as 
failures, as lacking, as social and po liti cal actors unimportant to the histories 
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of Latin Amer i ca. This “enduring episteme” has trapped historical analy sis 
of the  middle classes in a quandary:  either the  middle classes are too Eu ro-
pe anized or US- influenced and thus presumably not exotic enough to be a 
worthy topic to understand the perceived radical alterity of Latin Amer i ca, 
or the  middle class is depicted as diverging from Eu rope and the United 
States and thus closer to a “subaltern” real ity, which by implication means 
the consolidation of a two-class society where the  middle classes as social 
or po liti cal real ities are unimportant to historicize power relations in Latin 
Amer i ca.38 It is in this context that John Charles Chasteen writes in perhaps 
one of the most popu lar textbooks about Latin American history in the US 
that in this region “where the idea of a  middle class majority is not a real ity 
but, rather, a fond aspiration for the  future” the prevalent  free-market poli-
cies  will only consolidate the division between “rich and poor. Conquerors 
and conquered. Masters and slaves . . .  the old . . .  conflict at the heart of 
Latin American history.”39

Thus, despite the increasing amount of scholarship committed to criti-
cally examining the histories of the  middle classes, to which this book con-
tributes, the systems of domination are still framed via polarities: ruling 
classes and masses, oligarchies and popu lar classes, subalterns and hege-
monic forces, local and global.40 In his seminal works on the revolutions 
in twentieth- century Latin Amer i ca, for instance, Greg Grandin, following 
José Nun’s arguments in the 1960s, identifies among the Latin American 
 middle classes a “susceptibility to manorialism” that propelled them to em-
brace the ideology of the oligarchy and “its heroes, its symbols, its culture, 
and its laws.” 41 Thus the  middle classes, “too structurally and ideologically 
dependent on the oligarchy,” could not develop a universal ideology—or 
what Nun called “hegemonic vocation”—to transcend “an unsustainable 
model of exclusionary nationalism, restricted po liti cal institutions, [and] 
persisting rural clientelism.” 42 Therefore, the  middle sectors failed to be-
come proper  middle classes— hegemonic, demo cratic, Western- like— 
because for the most part they  were co- opted by oligarchical rule. This 
co- optation soon translated into a key base of support for several dictator-
ships throughout the region in the second half of the twentieth  century. 
This is why we have come to understand Cold War revolutionary politics 
and the global 1960s and 1970s in Latin Amer i ca as a dialectical strug gle be-
tween revolution and counterrevolution.43 The former, originating mostly 
in Latin Amer i ca, is historicized as vibrant, egalitarian, and collective, sus-
tained mostly by subaltern groups and on a few occasions joined by certain 
middle- class sectors. The latter, emanating from the United States, is char-
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acterized as illiberal, antidemo cratic, tepid, and backed by a co ali tion of 
the  middle classes and oligarchies.44 Thus, scholars still think of Cold War 
society as an already po liti cally polarized space in which the  middle classes, 
presumably removed from this polarization,  were forced to side with  either 
popu lar groups in support of a revolutionary proj ect (usually categorized as 
a manifestation of democ ratization) or reactionary oligarchies in support of a 
counterrevolutionary one (often labeled an antidemo cratic manifestation)—if 
they engaged in po liti cal strug gle at all.45

This dominant narrative largely serves to protect an ideal account of 
democracy and middle- class development. In an influential Colombian 
history textbook, Frank Safford and Marco Palacios note that “despite the 
growth of urban  middle classes during the twentieth  century, profound so-
cial differences still can be observed in a continuing breach between the 
ideal of citizenship and po liti cal equality and the real ity of continuing privi-
leges and inequalities before the law and justice of the state.” 46 This captures 
how many historians distinguish between an ideal middle- class democracy 
and the social real ity of being  middle class, a distinction put at the center of 
the  middle class’s historical formation  because  those actors who identified 
as  middle class could never comply with the ideal of a middle- class de-
mocracy.47 The ideal is therefore criticized for its incomplete enactment or 
distortion in practice. If this demo cratic ideal had been fully materialized, 
the assumption goes, then no dissonance, no hierarchies, and no contradic-
tions would have existed. This argument also protects a fantasy of democracy 
by compartmentalizing class stratifications and gender hierarchies as in 
fundamental contradiction with demo cratic rule. More class hierarchies 
and gender stratifications imply antidemocracy; au then tic, proper, or “de-
mocracy to come” is  imagined as the overcoming of gendered and classed 
hierarchical rule.48 Thus, we tend to treat democracy as a transcendental— 
context- free, nonhierarchical, and universally inclusive— fantasy of total 
emancipation presumably not yet materialized in practice. In the pro cess, 
democracy, however idealized, remains unquestioned.49

Makers of Democracy conceptualizes democracy as contingent rather 
than preordained. It invites us to move from assessing where the  middle 
classes could be more demo cratic to a historical critique of democracy 
itself.50 It does so by historicizing the strug gles over the meanings, subjec-
tivities, practices, and rationalities of democracy. More specifically, Makers 
of Democracy offers a historicized explanation of how in 1960s and 1970s 
Bogotá middle- class  women and men fought against working classes and 
elites to naturalize a hierarchical definition of democracy. Some strug gled 
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to  couple the “legitimate” access to private property with middle- classness. 
 Others emphasized that the right to represent “the  people” in democra-
cies needed to be associated with a professional competence central to 
middle- class status.  Others tried to naturalize politics as the administra-
tion of hierarchical differences. Still  others privileged economic success 
as synonymous with (masculine) middle- class entrepreneurial individual 
endeavor. Yet  others defended affective  labor in the tertiary sector as a 
commodity to be performed by  those who could be categorized as middle- 
class  women and men. And all of them saw education as an investment in 
middle- class status, fostering entrepreneurial individuality key to proper 
democracy. The book also problematizes how other middle- class  women 
and men strug gled to materialize diff er ent but equally hierarchical visions of 
democracy in which education was both a common social good and a central 
prerequisite for representing “the proletariat,” economic success the result of 
a collective yet gendered proj ect, access to land a question of  labor, health a 
right,  labor relations the product of conflict, public assembly fundamental to 
po liti cal participation, and social relations marked by solidarity. In so  doing, 
Makers of Democracy historicizes how the first set of definitions of middle- 
classness— the one we now assume natu ral to a “global  middle class”— began 
to gain transnational normativity and legitimacy while eclipsing other visions 
of middle- class democracy as unreasonable, impracticable, and disposable. 
The book demonstrates how competing class hierarchies, contested gen-
dered stratifications, and conflicting forms of domination, far from exceptions 
to a true democracy,  were constitutive of the multiple strug gles for democracy 
during the twentieth  century’s second half.

An (Un)Avoidable Question

What is the  middle class, anyway? This is the most common question asked 
of  those studying the  middle classes, a question that often precludes, rather 
than provokes, historical analy sis. It is assumed that the  middle classes can-
not be clearly located in a so cio log i cal description of society between  those 
who own the means of production and  those who do not. While the elites 
and working classes, presumably  because of their clear structural locations, 
represent homogenous, clear- cut interests, the  middle classes are deemed 
too heterogeneous to constitute a category for rigorous historical analy sis.51 
This invites us to understand middle- class identities and subjectivities as 
transparent reflections of social configurations, economic developments, and 
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structural changes.52 But if we accept this, we face a complicated and ulti-
mately self- defeating task in which certain fixed assignations, attributes, and 
characteristics have to be found in diff er ent historical contexts in order to 
confirm—or disprove— our assumptions about what the  middle classes are.

This does not mean, however, that the  middle classes are discursive or 
meta phorical creations, floating signifiers, merely proj ects with no material 
purchase in real ity. As Michel Foucault long ago argued, we can no longer 
sacralize “the social as the only instance of the real,” with what  people think, 
do, and say as less real.53 This assumption sanctifies a hierarchical distinc-
tion between objectivity (a hard, pristine, and thus finished real ity) and sub-
jectivity (a soft, messy, and therefore less impor tant actuality).54 Drawing 
on recent historical and anthropological studies on the  middle classes, I seek 
to understand the  middle class not as a descriptive, self- contained index, 
metaphysical category but as historical formations.55 My fundamental 
premise is that “ middle classes . . .  are not real  because they exist in theory 
but rather  because  people exist in classed ways that can be theorized.” 56 
This must account for, rather than neglect, the heterogeneous, messy, and 
contradictory practices through which  women and men have historically 
experienced their middle- class lives.

With this in mind, I appropriate Foucault’s concept of genealogy as a 
way to historicize the conditions and practices that allowed certain histori-
cal subjects— and not  others—to define themselves as middle- class  women 
and men.57 My main purpose is to historicize the formation of the  middle 
class in Bogotá as a question of subjectivity. But such an effort, far from ig-
noring what is perceived as the objectivity of class, requires understanding 
middle- class formation as si mul ta neously a structural condition, a rational-
ity of rule, a material real ity, a gendered social experience, a po liti cal claim, 
and a collective movement. Thus, my working definition of the  middle 
classes encompasses three inextricable aspects and several subsets.58 First, 
the formation of the  middle classes in Bogotá of the 1960s and 1970s was an 
effect of specific structural conditions: the intensification of urbanization, the 
growth of the ser vice sector, the reconfiguration of the state’s role in soci-
ety, the consolidation of small and medium industries as part of industrial-
ization, the increase in educational opportunities for certain social actors, 
and the expansion of development programs in a context of radicalization 
and decolonization.  These are the structural conditions of possibility that 
lead me to focus on three main social actors as representative of middle- 
class formation: professionals, white- collar employees, and small- business 
 owners.
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Second, such structural conditions  were mediated by what I call gen-
dered and classed rationalities of rule. On one level, such rationalities of 
rule are a product of knowledge/discourses— modernization theories (in 
the 1960s), left revolutionary theories, and neoclassical economic princi-
ples (in the 1970s). On another level, rationalities of rule are translations 
of  those discourses into specific development policies, revolutionary dis-
cussions about social and po liti cal change, and neoliberal strategies that 
attempted to mobilize diff er ent but closely related “fantasies” about the 
social and po liti cal role of middle- class  women and men in democracies.59 
Amid concern about the spread of communism, such fantasies, not to be 
mistaken for falsehoods, activated certain historical subjectivities and not 
 others to think, do, and speak as  middle class and, as such, empowered 
 these subjectivities to perform as if they  were the sovereign representatives 
of “the  people” in democracies.

Third, the  middle classes  were also a product of subjective formation 
through which some  women and men engaged in multiple practices to define 
what it meant to be— and live as— middle class. But rather than employ-
ing a notion of rational individuals who exercise agency as they please, I 
understand middle- class subjectivities as involving interrelated questions 
of identity claims, conscious interests, and unconscious desires that de-
pended on but  were not reducible to shared gendered and classed fantasies 
activated by  those structural conditions and rationalities of rule.60 Such an 
approach might help us overcome narratives of Latin American history in 
which the  middle class is  either a class for itself (true consciousness) or in 
itself (false consciousness).61 Such readings acknowledge the social exis-
tence and structural consolidation of a middling group or even a middle- 
class identity but assume that middling groups did not coalesce as po liti cal 
subjects as they could not materialize a unified proj ect, develop common 
social interests, and form a class consciousness.62 I propose that even when 
subjects are unaware of their class interests, their practices of being  middle 
class are part of a collective economy of desires/practices that constitute a 
sense of (un)conscious commonality against gendered and classed  others. 
 Here gender can be defined as “a historically and culturally specific attempt 
to resolve the dilemma of sexual difference, to assign fixed meaning to that 
which ultimately cannot be fixed.” 63 Thus heterogeneous middle- class sub-
jectivities  were practiced through mutable, hierarchical antagonisms. Such 
antagonisms, I conclude,  shaped a sense of middle- class po liti cal identity 
that, as part of a larger po liti cal mobilization, enabled certain middle- class 
 women and men to make a claim to represent “the  people” and strug gle for 
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a legitimate right to dominate in democracy.64 It is through  these strug gles 
and relationships that middle- class  women and men also challenged the 
very practices of what it meant to be  middle class, redefining what democ-
racy was supposed to do.

This approach relies on an eclectic array of newly uncovered archives 
and sources— from transnational- imperial and development organ izations, 
Colombian state agencies, private companies, middle- class po liti cal 
organ izations, and personal collections comprising diaries, teaching lesson 
plans, professional reports, and annotated readings. As Ann Stoler argues, 
scholars have developed sophisticated critical perspectives with which to 
read state and elite archival documents “against the grain” in order to shed 
light on how subalterns left evidence revealing how they resisted, appropri-
ated, and negotiated systems of domination.65 But when studying middle- 
class formation, this approach must be combined with a sustained engage-
ment with  those archives as both cata logs of hierarchical class rule in the 
making and ethnographic sites of disparate notions of what defined demo-
cratic practices and middle- classness. Following Stoler, I propose seeing 
archival activity not just as a pro cess of extracting au then tic middle- class 
voices but as an ethnographic exercise through which one can historicize 
power relations from the  middle.66

I also conducted numerous interviews with self- identified middle- class 
 women and men, not to reclaim marginalized voices—or to recuperate 
the role of a  silent majority in democracies— but to critically engage with 
 these historical actors’ contested memories in order to illuminate why and 
how they think, act, and speak as they do. As Bahamón Soto’s memories, 
cited at the beginning of this introduction, suggest, this reveals how certain 
 women and men became convinced that middle- classness meant democ-
racy and that democracy meant the consolidation of a  middle class.67 I dis-
cuss how  these memories became gendered and classed claims through 
which  women and men legitimized a specific way to remember the 1960s 
and 1970s that was intimately connected with competing hierarchized visions 
of democracy in the pres ent.

Tragic Histories of the  Middle Classes

While the  middle classes continue to appear as a demo cratic or antidemo-
cratic force, Makers of Democracy proposes, following David Scott’s impor-
tant arguments, a tragic narrative of middle- class historical actors in order 
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to offer a historical critique of democracy itself.68 The book’s first part, 
“Conscripts of Democracy,” describes how an idea of middle- classness be-
came one of the most contested fields of knowledge in the late 1950s and 
1960s. Global policymakers, Latin American state welfare program repre-
sentatives, spokespeople for privately sponsored social programs, politi-
cians, state policymakers, and elite university professors across the Amer i cas 
tied the  middle class to a hierarchical definition of democracy while de-
marcating popu lar groups and oligarchies as the bases for antidemo cratic 
pop u lism and feudal society, respectively. Such transnational discussions 
 shaped development proj ects  under the umbrella of the Alliance, which 
envisioned the  middle classes as “the last demo cratic hope for the world.” 
I demonstrate how  these programs of community building, agrarian re-
form, education, housing, and financial literacy, crafted by intellectuals 
and policymakers across the Amer i cas, supported by private foundations, 
sponsored by the United States’ development offices, and put into practice 
as state policies during Colombia’s National Front (fn), elevated this hier-
archical vision of democracy to the status of common sense. In so  doing, 
I historicize how an idea of the  middle class, far from a false ideology 
intended to obscure the realpolitik of empire, legitimized the exercise of 
US imperial rule on a transnational terrain. Responding to the vio lence of 
the 1950s in Colombia and the Cuban Revolution, the Alliance sought not 
to weaken democracy in the region but to naturalize a par tic u lar classed 
and gendered definition of democracy.69 I also show how during the fn 
in Colombia, a bipartisan co ali tion between the Liberal and Conservative 
Parties, this definition of democracy became an everyday real ity for certain 
 women and men charged with bringing a new era of peace  after a de cade 
of vio lence. Through meticulous yet contradictory pro cesses of se lection 
and schooling in state offices, universities, small and medium industries, 
and ser vice offices, professionals, small- business  owners, and white- collar 
workers  were conscripted, and thus empowered, as transnational demo-
cratic subjects.

The second part, “Contested Democracies,” proposes to understand the 
 middle classes as a social movement of class politics. My arguments build 
on recent studies of the Cold War in Latin Amer i ca and cultural ap-
proaches to the global 1960s, though such studies tend to take the  middle 
classes’ po liti cal roles as given and to sidestep what was particularly 
 middle class about their po liti cal participation in revolutionary proj ects.70 
I ask what it was like to live through revolutionary/counterrevolutionary 
times, to make a po liti cal claim to middle- classness, and to strug gle for a 
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demo cratic society. I show how state professionals, white- collar employees, 
and small- business  owners, in their strug gle to become part of a  middle 
class, partially consented to Alliance and fn social policies. Such consent 
did not, however, merely mean an “Americanization” of the  middle classes 
in Bogotá, a reproduction of an elite master plan, or support for a counter-
revolutionary proj ect. Rather,  these historical actors mobilized in disor ga-
nized yet meaningful collective action as a class in order to structure their 
vision of a demo cratic middle- class society.

Such collective action was rooted in three interrelated demands. Against 
perceived oligarchical elites, professionals demanded that hierarchies in a 
proper democracy stem not from lineage or blood but from effort, edu-
cation, and competence, virtues squarely reserved for the  middle class. 
Small- business  owners demanded po liti cal recognition as representatives 
of an entrepreneurial state that could de moc ra tize the economy for every-
one’s benefit. And white- collar employees demanded recognition as soci-
ety’s productive class for promoting understanding and interdependence 
among employers and employees, the cornerstone of a demo cratic social 
order characterized by  labor harmony. Yet  these varied po liti cal demands 
produced what I dub a gendered and classed chain of equivalence through 
which  these three middle- class actors aggregated their par tic u lar demands 
to strug gle against “the oligarchs” and “the laboring classes” for material re-
wards hierarchically distributed according to gendered and classed notions 
of intellectual  labor, professional competence, and economic productivity.71 
In so  doing, they opposed the  middle— disciplining— position in a three- 
class society prescribed by development programs and pushed instead to be 
hierarchically located above the elites, the working class, and the peasantry. 
In so  doing, some joined a populist oppositional party, the  National Popu-
lar Alliance (anapo), to claim sovereign repre sen ta tion of “the  people.” 
Gender featured centrally in  these demands, with middle- class men joining 
forces to silence their female counter parts, who  were increasingly partici-
pating in professional associations and white- collar  unions. Indeed,  these 
gendered claims fomented a certain degree of commonality among other-
wise heterogeneous middle- class demands, strengthening the po liti cal call 
for a hierarchical, masculine, and classed vision of domination— and demo-
cratic representation— over  those whom they considered feminized forces: 
elites, working- class  unions, and middle- class  women.

The book’s second part also historicizes how and why some profes-
sionals and white- collar employees, both by deploying their conscription 
as  democracy’s representatives and through their classed and gendered 
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encounters with a transnational left, challenged the sociopo liti cal order 
that had empowered them in the first place. This new radical petit bour-
geoisie—as they consciously and unconsciously began to see themselves— 
reconfigured the meanings, practices, and rationalities of proper democ-
racy by advocating education as a common good, knowledge production as 
a means of radical critique and the proletariat’s revolutionary awakening, 
health as a fundamental right of modern society, economic success as a col-
lective endeavor to own the means of production, and land distribution as 
predicated on  labor. In this new demo cratic order, communal solidarity and 
generosity would typify social relations, and  labor would be properly com-
pensated. This radical petit bourgeoisie strug gled to make public assembly 
a central aspect of democracy.  Women contributed to this dismantling of 
patriarchal practices via equal pay, childcare ser vices for professionals, gen-
der solidarity at home, and sexual, economic, and bodily autonomy. Yet like 
their middle- class counter parts, this petit bourgeoisie endeavored to make 
dominant their par tic u lar classed and gendered visions of revolutionary 
change. As they questioned oligarchical elites, they si mul ta neously sought 
to erect a hierarchical vision of society in which they themselves, as petit 
bourgeoisie, properly represented “the proletariat” and thus held the right to 
dominate in a true democracy.

In the last chapter of the book the narrative shifts to discuss the his-
torical emergence of an early iteration of neoliberal rule. It traces how, 
in response to middle- class oppositional movements and petit bourgeois 
radicalization, the administrations of the 1970s attempted to normalize 
a par tic u lar definition of democracy that we now call the “global  middle 
class.” In so  doing,  these administrations sought to further conscript a specific 
 middle class as the exemplar of a postclass, postpo liti cal, and postideologi-
cal society. And, unlike the second half of the 1960s, middle- class  women 
and men consented to this by locating themselves in the  middle of a so-
cially cohesive three- class hierarchical society. In the pro cess, a  middle 
class was further associated with the primacy of private property, the holi-
ness of economic individualism, the postpo liti cal management of classed 
differences, and the sanctity of the  free market as the legitimate or ga nizer 
of social hierarchies. This is the tragic, complex history that would allow 
us to historicize Cold War politics as a strug gle between and among het-
erogeneous classed and gendered mobilizations, happening within revolu-
tionary and counterrevolutionary movements, through which competing 
conceptions of class rule as well as opposing forms of domination  were 
contested and legitimized.72
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Deprovincializing Histories of Colombia

Rex Hudson, mobilizing a widely shared narrative, has claimed that the 
history of Colombia is “paradoxical.” It is a country, he writes, with “a 
distinguished tradition of po liti cal stability” and “one of Latin Amer i ca’s 
longest- functioning democracies, with a lasting rec ord of usually fair and 
regular elections and re spect for po liti cal and civil rights.”73 Historians usu-
ally understand the second half of the twentieth  century as the moment 
when Colombia secured this tradition of po liti cal stability, relative social 
and economic growth, and an expanded urban  middle sector, all while 
avoiding a major military dictatorship or authoritarian regime. And yet 
scholars si mul ta neously characterize Colombia as fragmented, regionalized, 
polarized, and violent. Despite a formally civilian demo cratic government 
with presidential elections held  every four years, the argument goes, during 
the second half of the twentieth  century Colombia became home to Latin 
Amer i ca’s oldest and largest leftist guerrilla insurgency, paramilitarism, 
and illicit drug trafficking. It is  these “genuine anomalies . . .  unusual [and] 
peculiar” in Cold War Latin Amer i ca, that lead scholars to understand Co-
lombian democracy as paradoxical, if not enigmatic.74 Indeed, Colombia is 
often depicted as a country of “cities without citizens,” “a nation in spite of 
itself,” a “democracy without the  people,” a society in which modernity is 
forever “deferred,” and an idiosyncratic po liti cal culture in which “modern-
ization works against modernity.”75

At the risk of overgeneralization, one might posit an overarching narra-
tive employed by scholars to explain this “anomaly.” Some have historicized 
the 1960s and 1970s as cementing an antidemo cratic, exclusionary pact 
between the two traditional parties via the fn that defended the oligar-
chies’ po liti cal and economic interests by excluding the majorities from 
po liti cal power. For this reason scholars historicize the state as a failure, un-
able to secure, following Antonio Gramsci’s understanding of hegemonic 
rule, popu lar consent.76 Other historians, evoking Max Weber’s analy sis of 
“modern socie ties,” characterize the fn as a weak state unable to secure a 
full mono poly of vio lence to control social and po liti cal unrest. In this read-
ing, the fn embraced development policies to mystify its lack of interest in 
improving the lives of the popu lar classes.77 This oligarchical state turned 
instead to vio lence, coercion, and the co- optation of a po liti cally apathetic 
 middle class that did not play a role in correcting an exclusionary, elite- 
driven system. Indeed, since the 1970s scholars have defined the failure of 
the  middle classes to become a demo cratizing force as the “critical fissure” 
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at the core of a peculiar model of modernity.78 In such a model, moderniza-
tion materialized diff er ent social sectors— strata, groups, segments—in the 
 middle of the society, but modernity/democracy was forever deferred since 
the same middling sectors joined, rather than challenged, what Antonio 
García called a “manorial republic.”79 In such a po liti cal real ity, the argu-
ment goes, the country’s “oligarchs did not need to call on crude military 
dictators.” 80 In this foundational narrative of the second half of the twenti-
eth  century, antidemocracy (particularity, tradition, exclusion) is coupled 
with oligarchical rule, whereas democracy (universality, modernity, inclu-
sion) is intimately attached to a proper  middle class.81

By historically critiquing what is usually celebrated as a demo cratizing 
force but failed experience in Colombian real ity— again the formation of 
an urban  middle class— Makers of Democracy contributes to deprovincial-
izing histories of Colombia.82 It is an effort to tell the histories of Colombia 
beyond nationalized narratives of failure, lack, and deficiency by critiquing 
power relations and forms of domination from the  middle so that we can 
unsettle the way we think about histories of democracy. In so  doing, it pro-
poses that the meanings and practices of middle- classness have a bearing 
on questions about democracy that cannot be approached through local 
detail alone— although such detail is at the core of my analy sis. The book 
experiments with not only telling diff er ent stories but also telling stories 
differently— stories of how a state becomes gendered and classed, the pro-
ductivity of knowledge in the pragmatics of development programs, the 
complex formation of class and gender subjectivities, and the making of 
social and po liti cal legitimacy in demo cratic systems of domination. Thus, 
Makers of Democracy highlights the contestations, accommodations, fragile 
but durable pacts of domination, and inclusionary and exclusionary practices 
engaged in by a  middle class and constitutive of, rather than incompat-
ible with, demo cratic rule. The stories told  here  matter not only to a place 
called Colombia but also for a larger, universal question about democracy. 
This allows us to understand  those histories not as anomalies but rather as 
contributions to how democracy was heterogeneously experienced in Cold 
War Latin Amer i ca. I historicize democracy not as a gift from the West to 
the rest of the world but as a worldwide question over which diff er ent his-
torical actors engaged in hard- fought  battles over its meanings, practices, 
subjectivities, and institutions.
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